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Quote of the Week:  “Education is the point at which we decide whether we love the world enough to assume 
responsibility for it and by the same token save it from that ruin which, except for renewal, except for the coming of the 
new and the young, would be inevitable.” (Hannah Arendt, 1906 – 1975) 
 

Important Dates 
 
May 30 -  8th grade Ted Talks 6:30 pm 
June 2  -  Valley Jamboree 2 – 7 pm 
June 4  -  Montessori PTO meeting 7 pm 
June 5  -  Open Classroom parent meeting / art show and potluck 6 pm 
  -  8th grade Georgia and Alabama Equity and Activism student reflections 7 pm 
June 6  -  Last day of VAST tutoring 
  - Lagunitas School Board meeting 6:30 pm 
June 12 -  Open Classroom graduation 10 am 
  -  Middle School graduation 6 pm 
June 13 -  Last day of school (no LOFT or Zoila’s after school care) 12 pm dismissal 
  -  Montessori kindergarten graduation 9 am 
  -  Open Classroom kindergarten bonking 10 am 
  -  Montessori graduation 10 am 
August 20 -  First day of school 2019-2020 
August 21 -  Back to School night for parents in all programs 
 
News and Information

Who can help me?  First, thank you so much for the feedback and responses to the survey about 
Lagunitas communication.  We will hit the ground running next year with an approach that should 
meet needs more effectively.   
 
So far, results point to an appreciation for this weekly newsletter – however, it is often read on a 
cellphone so I am looking for someone who can help me design a layout that is more mobile phone 
friendly – such as Constant Contact.  Who has time this summer and can help create a graphic, 
scrollable format that I can use as a base each week?  Please send me a note if you are willing and 
able to help with this. 
 
It’s kind of a toss up on how many emails people want to receive about events.  However, there 
were some good tips offered about how to be more clear in emails in regards to subject lines and 
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descriptions of events, where emails come from, and consistent formats.  We can fairly easily and 
promptly adjust our communication in response to these great ideas.   
 
If you haven’t given feedback and want to offer your opinion, I’d still love to read it.  The survey 
link is here:  https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/XPSGVYZ 
 

 
 

We are nearly done with year’s CAASPP standardized testing for the 3rd through 8th grades.  It’s 
useful for me to roll up my sleeves and proctor the testing for some elementary students when it’s a 
small group taking the test because of a majority opting out.  It’s not just useful in that it allows the 
others to continue with their regular classroom learning, but it gives me an up-close look at the 
experience of young students taking these tests.  I helped with the Open Classroom 3rd – 5th grades, 
and observed some middle school classes as they tested this year. 
 
Many students work with focus on the tests and neither rush nor linger – showing an ease with the 
structure and content of the tests.  From my view, these tests are hardest on the 3rd grade students 
having their first experience with the CAASPP tests.  Usually, their engagement with online 
programs is exciting, if not joyful.  It’s accommodating and supportive.  They log in with upbeat 
anticipation.  These tests are designed for students who have had a lot of experience with online 
learning – scrolling through text on a split screen, with a side for directions and questions that direct 
students back to the text side.  If there is an unfamiliar word, students are stymied and not able to 
even begin to respond to the questions.  However, they can’t go on to the next question unless they 
write a response to a question they don’t understand.  We usually ask of students what we think they 
can do even if it’s a stretch, or especially when it’s a stretch.  For the ones who struggle, I worry 
they think the format of the questions are reasonable and they are just not up to the task. 
 
It’s one thing to be challenged and pushed to think more deeply or express oneself more explicitly.  
It’s another to be faced with a test in a style so unfamiliar, with questions that are not even 
understood that ask for evidence from the reading as support for an opinion.  What does that feel 
like?  We are prohibited from helping and even from reading over their shoulders to see what they 
are doing.  We see some students able to make an effort and seem to glide through the tests.  Others 
give up quickly and either write gibberish, hold one repeating key down on the keyboard, or answer 
an essay question with one word that you can’t help but see from afar.  Still others repeatedly ask 
for help – a help we aren’t permitted to give.  It’s hard on staff.  As one assistant said, “I’m used to 
helping them!  It’s hard to say that I can’t help.”  Some students cry. 
 
Seeing this up close, the only scores that I can draw meaning from are the ones where students in 
any grade do well.  It’s impossible to do well on these tests without knowing what you are doing.  
The old bubble tests were more closely related to SuperLotto where scores could change on chance 
if a letter was guessed correctly.  (Remember thinking, I haven’t answered C in a while?)  These 
new tests require authentic answers that truly show that you not only know how to maneuver the 
testing platform, but you are able to answer the questions that require considerable thought.  If your 
child does well and shows what’s called “standard met” or “standard exceeded” you will know that 
he or she tried and was able to do well.  If your child’s score is “standard not met” or “standard 
nearly met,” you might wonder if your child was able to access the meaning of the questions in this 



format, and if they perhaps didn’t try.  I’m afraid my view of the tests is biased – I believe authentic 
assessment, where students are assessed in the manner they are taught, is most effective at 
accurately portraying ability.  I am grateful that we don’t teach to the tests as many schools feel they 
must.  I am even more grateful that our school district does not use these test scores to judge our 
students or effectiveness of our programs.  Score reports will be available within the first few weeks 
of the next school year.   
 

 
 
Meanwhile, where are our kids?  Many days are filled with field trips this time of year.  This week, 
Larry’s 2nd/3rd class is on a trip to Sacramento to visit the California State Railroad Museum.  
(Alex’s 4th/5th class made a trip to the State Capitol in Sacramento last week.) 
 
Pauline’s K/1st students are going to the California Academy of Sciences this Friday.  This local 
resource is popular with our classes this year – recently visited by 8th grade with Tatiana, 2nd/3rd 
with Aimee, and Marlene’s K/1st.  The Academy houses the Morrison Planetarium and Steinhart 
Aquarium, as well has its many exhibit halls. 
 
Anita’s 5th/6th is off on an overnight to Sugarloaf Ridge State Park 7 miles east of Santa Rosa.  
Sugarloaf Ridge contains the headwaters of Sonoma Creek with a 25 foot waterfall that’s probably 
still active after all the recent rain.  The park also has an observatory with one of the largest 
telescopes available to the public. 
 

 
 
Later this week, Alex will take her 4th/5th class to Divide Meadow in Point Reyes National 
Seashore.  The story in the link and quoted below, reminds of a time not so long ago but oh so 
different from now. 
 
https://www.marinij.com/2018/06/25/marin-history-point-reyes-national-seashore-meadow-once-a-
private-resort/ 
 

Today, hikers wandering down the Bear Valley Trail toward the beaches of Point 
Reyes National Seashore pass a large, lovely meadow on their left known as Divide 
Meadow. Emerging from the mixed forest of pine, oak and bay, visitors are greeted 
by the often sun-drenched meadow that can provide a sunny picnic or resting spot 
along the trail. In a previous life this meadow was home to the Country Club, a private 



resort belonging to the wealthy, influential members of San Francisco’s Pacific Union 
Club. 
 
In 1972, thanks to the efforts of Congressman Clem Miller, his widow, Katie Miller 
Johnson, Peter Behr and others, the Point Reyes National Seashore came into being. 
Now, “the finest preserve in America” can be enjoyed by all, for free, and the local 
animal and fish populations left in relative peace. 

 
 

 

 
 

Thank you for your LEAP pledges!  Please use the link 
http://leap4education.org/online-donations/ or this QR code. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
  
Hey, anyone know of local authors who might want to be involved in next year’s literary events 
around the book fair and readathon in spring 2020?  Send ideas to lshain@lagunitas.org and I will 
pass along to our book fair committee.

 



 Montessori and Open 3rd grades on Biography Night 
 

Open Classroom houses  
 

 Middle School change project 


